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Scope and Coverage

LoveToKnow's Your Dictionary.com is a dictionary reference site with an
embedded free online dictionary and thesaurus look-up at its core. It also
provides the following:
Additional definitions and information from various sources like The
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Webster's New World
College Dictionary, Wiktionary and Ologies & -Isms.

Specialty definitions of a word or term denoting how the word is used in
various occupations and interest areas including computer, investment &
finance and law are available in this dictionary.
Biographical information from Encyclopedia of World Biography is
incorporated here.

Kind of Information

Each entry provides simple, easy-to-understand definitions, pronunciation help
(guides one to see and hear how to pronounce a word), parts of speech (how a
word is used as a verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb, preposition,
conjunction or interjection), examples of a word (with coloured illustrations of
the meaning of a word), sentence examples (examples of a word used in
sentences), quotations (a word in use in famous quotes), etymology (origin) of
a word (history or source of a word), browsing help (helps to check out related
or similar words).
An example (via print screen) is given below for clear understanding:

Definitions of the terms (like “Forest”) from various other sources as
mentioned above (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, Webster's New World College Dictionary, Wiktionary etc.) are also
mentioned here.
Forest Sentence Examples She entered the forest, and the darkness was crushing, suffocating her.
Once past the open vista, the road deteriorated, dropping into the forest on federal land.
The forest was cold, the rustle of pine trees against one another faint etc.

Forest Quotes example
“Softly the evening came. The sun from the western horizon Like a magician extended his
golden wand o'er the landscape; Twinkling vapors arose; and sky and water and forest Seemed
all on fire at the touch, and melted and mingled together.” -Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

Special Features

 Your Dictionary has been recognized as a definitive source for word
information and has been featured in many prominent media sources,
and some world-famous organizations: CNN, BBC, Los Angeles
Times etc.
 Links to abbreviations and acronyms of various topics such as
abbreviations after a doctor's name (MBBS,FRCS etc.), abbreviations
of the European Union, blood test abbreviations, dental abbreviations,
electrical abbreviations etc. are available.
 Links to various reference resources like etymology of last names,
keyboard symbols glossary, pirate terms and phrases, Roman numerals
etc. and an alphabetical list of quotes (category wise and by persons)
are available here.
 In addition, the site is a portal to thousands of foreign language,
industry-specific and other specialty dictionaries, glossaries and
encyclopedias. YourDictionary also provides links to style guides and
many other resources for writers, students, researchers and other
professionals.
 Flashcard tools to practice vocabulary are a prominent feature of this
dictionary. It denotes the use of flashcards to practice spelling or quiz
oneself on definitions of words on one’s word lists or any public word
list.
 Games to expand vocabulary like Words With Friends, Scrabble and 4
Pics 1 Word are available here.
 Links to Facebook, Twitter and Google+ for editor tips on seasonal
words, grammar hints and fun definitions are also incorporated in this
dictionary.
 Words with the same or similar meanings like synonyms, comparisons,
examples and related terms and ideas etc. have been provided here
from the source Webster's New World Roget's A-Z Thesaurus.

Arrangement Pattern

The terms are arranged in alphabetic order (first # and then A to Z) in this
dictionary. Before the alphabet “A” some entries such as 2 crossed swords,
27th amendment, 3D printer, 3D printing etc. are also present here.
Then under “A”, terms like abba, abbey, abbreviate, abbreviation, abdicate,
abdomen etc. are arranged in alphabetic order.
In the Public Word Lists category wise arrangement of words are available.
Besides each category the authors of every category are also mentioned. For
example the category “minecraft” includes 17 words.

Remarks

Your Dictionary has been recognized as the authoritative resource for online
dictionary and thesaurus use and has been the recipient of many awards
including:




Comparable Tools

The prestigious CIO Web Business 50 Award from IDG's CIO
magazine
Reference Site of the Year from Library Spot
Recognition from Yahoo Internet magazine.
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